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CSV Technical specifications for the import into 

the Intrastat WEB application 

Data in file are separated by semicolon separator »;«. 

Prepared CSV file save as CSV (comma delimited).   

Head of the declaration 

Length Type Description of the variable 

8 C VAT number of the Provider of statistical information (PSI) (PSI_VAT) 

3 C Organizational unit of the Provider of statistical information (PSI) (PSI_OU) 

1 N Flow of goods (Flow code) 

0-20 C Evidence number of the document (Declaration ID) 

6 C Reference period (YYYYMM) 

1 C Type of the document (Function) 

3 C Currency 

0-3 N Message version 

2 C Country of Third declaring party (TDP) (TDP_Country) 

8 C VAT number of the Third declaring party (TDP) (TDP_VAT) 

3 C Organizational unit of the Third declaring party (TDP) (TDP_OU) 

Items of the declaration 

Length Type Description of the variable 

0-3 N Number of the item (No) 

2 C Partner country (MSConsDest) 

3 C Delivery terms  according to INCOTERMS (Delivery terms) 

1 N Place of delivery (Location) 

2 N Nature of transaction 

1 N Mode of transport 

8 C 8-digit Combined Nomenclature code (CN8) 

2 C Country of origin (Origin) 

0-15 N Net mass in KG (Net mass) 

0-15 N Quantity in supplementary units (Quantity in SU) 

0-15 N Invoiced amount 

0-15 N Statistical value 
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CSV file 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Line 2: head of 

declaration - data 11111111 000 2 TTT3 201801 I EUR 3 

Line 1: head of 

declaration – 

variable names 

VAT number of the 

Provider of statistical 

information (PSI) 

(PSI_VAT) 

Organizational unit of the 

Provider of statistical 

information (PSI) (PSI_OU) 

Flow of goods 

(Flow code) 

Evidence number of 

the document 

(Declaration ID) 

Reference period 

(YYYYMM) 

Type of the 

document 

(Function) 

Currency 

Message 

version 

1 IE FCA 2 11 85171200 IE 16,300 82,00 18.858,33 18.858,33 

Number of the 

item (No) 

Partner country 

(MSConsDest) 

Delivery terms  

according to INCOTERMS 

(Delivery terms) 

Place of delivery 

(Location) 

Nature of 

transaction 

Mode of transport 

8-digit Combined  
Nomenclature code 

(CN8) 

Country of origin 

(Origin) 

Net mass in KG 

(Net mass) 

Quantity in 

supplementary units 

(Quantity in SU) 

Invoiced amount 

Statistical 

value 

5 

 

 

 

Line 3: 

declaration 

items - 

variable 

names 

Line 4 and 

subsequent lines: 

declaration items 

data 

SI 11111111 001 

Country of Third 

declaring party (TDP) 

(TDP_Country) 

VAT number of the Third 

declaring party (TDP) 

(TDP_VAT) 

Organizational unit of the 

Third declaring party 

(TDP) (TDP_OU) 

 

Mandatory field for Providers of statistical information (PSIs) and Third declaring parties (TDPs)   

Mandatory field if CN8 code has prescribed supplementary unit 

Mandatory field for the Providers of statistical information (PSIs) which are above statistical value threshold (dispatches >=9.000.000 EUR; arrivals >=4.000.000 EUR) 

Mandatory field if Intrastat declaration is filled by Third declaring parties (TDPs) in the name of Providers of statistical information (PSIs) 
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Electronic Intrastat reporting through Intrastat WEB 

application using CSV import-detailed instructions 

Within the electronic reporting, when reporting using the WEB form through our Intrastat WEB 

application, the Intrastat reports can also be prepared in Comma Separated Variable CSV file and 

uploaded through our application. During processing validation checks are performed, errors are 

highlighted for correction. All errors must be corrected before uploading the file again. Only files 

free from errors can be successfully uploaded and transmitted. Each of files prepared in this way 

can hold up to 999 individual lines of data. 

The CSV option may sound technical but is basically a file where all the data is separated by a 

semicolon separator »;«. CSV file has two main parts. First part is the head of the declaration and 

the second part are the individual items of the declaration. For the head of the declaration two 

lines of the csv file are reserved. The first line is always reserved for the names of the variables of 

the head of the declaration which is then followed by the data of the head of the declaration in 

second line. The third line is also reserved always for the names of the variables of the items of the 

declarations, while the fourth line and all subsequent lines are reserved for the data of the 

declaration. 

Example of the CSV file: when opend by the Notepad 

PSI_VAT;PSI_OU;Flow code;Declaration ID;Reference period 

(YYYYMM);Function;Currency;Message version;TDP_Country;TDP_VAT;TDP_OU 

11111111;000;2;TTT3;201801;I;EUR;3;SI;11111111;001 

No;MSConsDest;Delivery terms;Location;Nature of transaction;Mode of transport;CN8;Origin;Net 

mass;Quantity in SU;Invoiced amount;Statistical value 

1;IE;FCA;2;11;5;85171200;IE;16,300;82,00;18.858,33;19.099,99 

2;IE;FCA;2;11;5;84713000;IE;7,550;14,00;3.828,00;3.943,11 

3;IE;FCA;2;11;5;85078000;IE;13,230;14,00;1.659,63;1.709,00 

4;IE;FCA;2;11;5;84716060;IE;5,100;3,00;697,27;718,00 

5;IE;FCA;2;11;5;01013000;IE;5,32;1,11;156,11;160,00 

6;IE;FCA;2;11;5;85444210;IE;2,600;0,00;52,00;53,00 
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There are two ways of preparing a CSV file: 

 CSV Generator Tool (pre-prepared Excel spreadsheet) 

An easy way of preparing a CSV file is to use the 'CSV Generator Tool,' a pre-prepared Excel 

workbook that are available below, which you can later save also on your PC for future use. When 

the data are entered in to the Excel workbook first and third line has to remain unchanged! When 

filling the data in to Excel pre-prepared workbook be careful to enter only mandatory fileds which 

are mandatory for you as PSI. If you are reporting as the Third declaring party fill in only fields 

which are mandatory for you as TDI and your PSI. Before you are able to import prepared CSV file 

in this way in to our Intrastat WEB application you have to save it as CSV (coma delimited) file. For 

separator use only semicolon separator »;«! 

 pre-prepared Excel spreadsheet for PSIs and TDPs 

   

Preparing a file 

Using the pre-prepared Excel spreadsheet enter your data in to second, fortrh and all subsequent 

lines in the document. 

Saving file as CSV 

Prepare your file and then save it as a CSV (comma delimited), a save as option in Excel. After 

saving file in CSV (comma delimited) formate be careful not to open later this saved file directly 

in Excel! otherwise the leading zeros in all character (text) varables will disapere from fields and 

the WEB application will detect errors in the report at import in to our application. When opening 

the prepared CSV file use only applications as Notepad, WordPad or similar or open the file in 

Excel using Excel Import wizard for importin text files. In this wizard be cerful to define properly all 

variables all characters (text) variable have to be defined as text variables and numeric as numeric. 

For more details about variable types look in to CSV Tehnical specifications above. In all numeric 

variables tousends are separated by dot “.” and all decimale places, if defined, are separated by 

comma “,” (Example:1.000,23). 

Submitting the CSV file 

The prepared file is uploaded through the "CSV Import" function in menu Data imput in our 

Intrastat WEB application.  
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Import of the CSV file in to Intrastat WEB application is then followed by validation checks of 

possible errors in the file, correction of the detected errors, signature of the declaration and 

submition of the  declaration to our Intrastat system. More detailed instructions are available for 

you with the klick on the help buttom  in the menu Data imput in our Intrastat WEB 

application.  

 CSV Technical specification (manual) 

You can also prepare CSV files in your systems yourselves by using above tehnical specifications of 

the CSV file. 

 

 

 

 


